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Regular Expressions Cookbook

2009-05-22

this cookbook provides more than 100 recipes to help you crunch data and manipulate text with
regular expressions every programmer can find uses for regular expressions but their power doesn t
come worry free even seasoned users often suffer from poor performance false positives false
negatives or perplexing bugs regular expressions cookbook offers step by step instructions for
some of the most common tasks involving this tool with recipes for c java javascript perl php
python ruby and vb net with this book you will understand the basics of regular expressions
through a concise tutorial use regular expressions effectively in several programming and
scripting languages learn how to validate and format input manage words lines special characters
and numerical values find solutions for using regular expressions in urls paths markup and data
exchange learn the nuances of more advanced regex features understand how regular expressions apis
syntax and behavior differ from language to language write better regular expressions for custom
needs whether you re a novice or an experienced user regular expressions cookbook will help deepen
your knowledge of this unique and irreplaceable tool you ll learn powerful new tricks avoid
language specific gotchas and save valuable time with this huge library of proven solutions to
difficult real world problems

JavaScript Regular Expressions

2015-05-28

this book is ideal for javascript developers and programmers who work with any type of user entry
data and want sharpen their skills to become experts

Regex Quick Syntax Reference

2018-08-17

this quick guide to regular expressions is a condensed code and syntax reference for an important
programming technique it demonstrates regex syntax in a well organized format that can be used as
a handy reference showing you how to execute regexes in many languages including javascript python
java and c the regex quick syntax reference features short focused code examples that show you how
to use regular expressions to validate user input split strings parse input and match patterns
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utilizing regular expressions to deal with search replace and filtering data for backend coding is
also covered you won t find any bloated samples drawn out history lessons or witty stories in this
book what you will find is a language reference that is concise and highly accessible the book is
packed with useful information and is a must have for any programmer what you will learn formulate
an expression work with arbitrary char classes disjunctions and operator precedence execute
regular expressions and visualize using finite state machines deal with modifiers including greedy
and lazy loops handle substring extraction from regex using perl 6 capture groups capture
substrings and reuse substrings who this book is for if you have dealt with at least one
programming language chances are you know enough to understand regular expressions and the
examples in this book will help you develop proficiency

Java 9 Regular Expressions

2017-07-25

solve real world problems using regex in java about this book discover regular expressions and how
they work implement regular expressions with java to your code base learn to use regular
expressions in emails urls paths and ip addresses who this book is for this book is for java
developers who would like to understand and use regular expressions a basic knowledge of java is
assumed what you will learn understand the semantics rules and core concepts of writing java code
involving regular expressions learn about the java util regex package using the pattern class
matcher class code snippets and more match and capture text in regex and use back references to
the captured groups explore regex using java string methods and regex capabilities in the java
scanner api use zero width assertions and lookarounds in regex test and optimize a poorly
performing regex and various other performance tips in detail regular expressions are a powerful
tool in the programmer s toolbox and allow pattern matching they are also used for manipulating
text and data this book will provide you with the know how and practical examples to solve real
world problems using regex in java you will begin by discovering what regular expressions are and
how they work with java this easy to follow guide is a great place from which to familiarize
yourself with the core concepts of regular expressions and to master its implementation with the
features of java 9 you will learn how to match extract and transform text by matching specific
words characters and patterns you will learn when and where to apply the methods for finding
patterns in digits letters unicode characters and string literals going forward you will learn to
use zero length assertions and lookarounds parsing the source code and processing the log files
finally you will master tips tricks and best practices in regex with java style and approach this
book will take readers through this learning journey using simple easy to understand step by step
instructions and hands on examples at every stage
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Regular Expressions Cookbook

2012-08-13

take the guesswork out of using regular expressions with more than 140 practical recipes this
cookbook provides everything you need to solve a wide range of real world problems novices will
learn basic skills and tools and programmers and experienced users will find a wealth of detail
each recipe provides samples you can use right away this revised edition covers the regular
expression flavors used by c java javascript perl php python ruby and vb net you ll learn powerful
new tricks avoid flavor specific gotchas and save valuable time with this huge library of
practical solutions learn regular expressions basics through a detailed tutorial use code listings
to implement regular expressions with your language of choice understand how regular expressions
differ from language to language handle common user input with recipes for validation and
formatting find and manipulate words special characters and lines of text detect integers floating
point numbers and other numerical formats parse source code and process log files use regular
expressions in urls paths and ip addresses manipulate html xml and data exchange formats discover
little known regular expression tricks and techniques

Practical Usage of Regular Expressions

2019-10-26

the aim of practical usage of regular expressions is to provide a graduated introduction to
regular expressions regexes and to show many practical examples of their use although for
simplicity this book discusses the microsoft net based flavour implementation the concepts apply
at least at the introductory and intermediate level to most regex flavours even complex constructs
are explained clearly with schematic diagrams and appropriate examples the clear structure many
illustrative examples useful regexes and syntax summary make the book ideal as reference the
comprehensive worked example gives beginners a painless introduction to regexes and explains all
needed concepts except for the most advanced applications the reader exercises with solutions also
make the book ideal as tutorial although concise the book provides entry and intermediate level
regex users with detailed reference material more than 100 practical examples augment the text
content this book is based on my more comprehensive book of the same regex series but devoid of
the translation environment specific content
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Beginning Regular Expressions

2005-02-04

supported by all major databases scripting languages and programming languages regular expressions
are powerful wild card text processing tools used by programmers to find validate modify or edit
information covering a wide range of languages and databases including javascript asp

詳説正規表現第3版

2008-04

�����������������

Beginning Regular Expressions

2005-02-08

this book introduces the various parts of the construction of a regular expression pattern
explains what they mean and walks you through working examples showing how they work and why they
do what they do by working through the examples you will build your understanding of how to make
regular expressions do what you want them to do and avoid creating regular expressions that don t
meet your intentions beginning chapters introduce regular expressions and show you a method you
can use to break down a text manipulation problem into component parts so that you can make an
intelligent choice about constructing a regular expression pattern that matches what you want it
to match and avoids matching unwanted text to solve more complex problems you should set out a
problem definition and progressively refine it to express it in english in a way that corresponds
to a regular expression pattern that does what you want it to do the second part of the book
devotes a chapter to each of several technologies available on the windows platform you are shown
how to use each tool or language with regular expressions for example how to do a lookahead in
perl or create a named variable in c regular expressions can be useful in applications such as
microsoft word openoffice org writer microsoft excel and microsoft access a chapter is devoted to
each in addition tools such as the little known windows findstr utility and the commercial
powergrep tool each have a chapter showing how they can be used to solve text manipulation tasks
that span multiple files the use of regular expressions in the mysql and microsoft sql server
databases are also demonstrated several programming languages have a chapter describing the
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metacharacters available for use in those languages together with demonstrations of how the
objects or classes of that language can be used with regular expressions the languages covered are
vbscript javascript visual basic net c php java and perl xml is used increasingly to store textual
data the w3c xml schema definition language can use regular expressions to automatically validate
data in an xml document w3c xml schema has a chapter demonstrating how regular expressions can be
used with the xs pattern element chapters 1 through 10 describe the component parts of regular
expression patterns and show you what they do and how they can be used with a variety of text
manipulation tools and languages you should work through these chapters in order and build up your
understanding of regular expressions the book then devotes a chapter to each of several text
manipulation tools and programming languages these chapters assume knowledge from chapters 1
through 10 but you can dip into the tool specific and language specific chapters in any order you
want

Building Parsers with Java

2001

cd rom contains examples from text parser toolkit example programs

Advances in Quantitative Ethnography

2019-10-12

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the first international conference on
quantitative ethnography icqe 2019 held in madison wisconsin usa in october 2019 it consists of 23
full and 9 short carefully reviewed papers selected from 52 submissions the contributions come
from a diverse range of fields and perspectives including learning analytics history and systems
engineering all attempting to understand the breadth of human behavior using quantitative
ethnographic approaches

Mastering Regular Expressions

2006-08-08

a regular expression regex is a pattern that describes a set of strings regular expressions are
used for advanced context sensitive searches e g parsing data streams data mining and text
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modifications they can be found in many advanced editors e g vi emacs in parser programs e g grep
and in languages e g perl mostly in a unix environment this book is the standard work on regexes

Dive in Regular Expressions

2016-11-27

a regular expression regex or regexp sometimes called a rational expression is in theoretical
computer science and formal language theory a sequence of characters that define a search pattern
mainly for use in pattern matching with strings or using a string searching algorithm i e find and
replace like operations the concept arose in the 1950s when the american mathematician stephen
cole kleene formalized the description of a regular language and came into common use with the
unix text processing utilities ed an editor and grep a filter the various systems to specify
regexes have evolved to provide both a basic and extended standard for the grammar and syntax
modern regexes heavily augment the standard regex processors are found in several search engines
search and replace dialogs of several word processors and text editors and in the command lines of
text processing utilities such as sed and awk this updated and expanded second edition of book
provides a user friendly introduction to the subject taking a clear structural framework it guides
the reader through the subject s core elements a flowing writing style combines with the use of
illustrations and diagrams throughout the text to ensure the reader understands even the most
complex of concepts this succinct and enlightening overview is a required reading for all those
interested in the subject we hope you find this book useful in shaping your future career business

Learning ClojureScript

2016-06-30

master the art of agile single page web application development with clojurescript about this book
set up interactive development workflows for the browser or node js thanks to the clojurescript
ecosystem learn the basics of interactive single page web app development taking advantage of the
functional nature of clojurescript delve into advanced rich web application development concepts
such as om along with core async using zippers and logic programming and preparing code for
production with testing or optimizing via the google closure compiler who this book is for this
book is for web application developers who want to benefit from the power of clojurescript to get
an agile and highly productive development platform that targets mainly browser javascript you are
not required to be fluent in clojure but it will be easier for you if you have a basic
understanding of browser and server side javascript what you will learn understand how the
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clojurescript compiler operates set up interactive development workflows for clojurescript grasp
the basics of the clojurescript language including basic syntax data structures variable scoping
namespaces and finally the powerful sequence abstraction delve into advanced concepts such as
functional programming macro writing asynchronous programming app routing and real time web
develop simple one page web applications explore techniques to make your web apps aware of the
external world through external or embedded database access or oauth 2 integration learn more
advanced clojurescript concepts like in app routing real time web prepare your work for production
getting insights into optional type checking writing portable clojure clojurescript code and
testing in detail clojure is an expressive language that makes it possible to easily tackle
complex software development challenges its bias toward interactive development has made it a
powerful tool enabling high developer productivity in this book you will first learn how to
construct an interactive development experience for clojurescript you will be guided through
clojurescript language concepts looking at the basics first then being introduced to advanced
concepts such as functional programming or macro writing after that we elaborate on the subject of
single page web applications showcasing how to build a simple one then covering different possible
enhancements we move on to study more advanced clojurescript concepts where you will be shown how
to address some complex algorithmic cases finally you ll learn about optional type checking for
your programs how you can write portable code test it and put the advanced compilation mode of the
google closure compiler to good use style and approach this book is a comprehensive reference
guide on clojurescript development for the front end and will gradually help you master
interactive clojurescript development workflows through detailed step by step information
illustrated with annotated code samples

Microsoft Visual C# 2005 Unleashed

2006-05-09

setting the standard for a premium c reference microsoft visual c 2005 unleashed provides
practical examples for virtually every aspect of the c programming language the book is structured
for progressive learning so it can be read cover to cover or used as a comprehensive reference
guide you will be exposed to everything from low level information on the garbage collector to
advanced concepts such as creating applications that use enterprise services creating services and
even advanced windows gui chapters include expressions and control structures ui controls code
access security remoting peer to peer applications
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C++ All-in-One For Dummies

2014-08-18

get ahead of the c curve to stay in the game c is the workhorse of programming languages and
remains one of the most widely used programming languages today it s cross platform multi
functional and updates are typically open source the language itself is object oriented offering
you the utmost control over data usage interface and resource allocation if your job involves data
c proficiency makes you indispensable c all in one for dummies 3rd edition is your number one
handbook to c mastery author john paul mueller is a recognized authority in the computer industry
and your ultimate guide to c mueller takes you through all things c including information relevant
to the 2014 update learn how to work with objects and classes conquer advanced programming and
troubleshooting discover how lambda expressions can make your code more concise and readable see
standard library features such as dynamic arrays in action online resources include source code
from examples in the book as well as a c gnu compiler if you need to learn c this is the fastest
most effective way to do it c all in one for dummies 3rd edition will get you up and running
quickly so you can get to work producing code faster and better than ever

Diagrammatic Representation and Inference

2003-08-01

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the second international conference diagrams
2002 held in callaway gardens georgia usa in april 2002 the 21 revised full papers and 19 posters
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 77 submissions the papers are organized in
topical sections on understanding and communicating with diagrams diagrams in mathematics
computational aspects of diagrammatic representation and reasoning logic and diagrams diagrams in
human computer interaction tracing the process of diagrammatic reasoning visualizing information
with diagrams diagrams and software engineering and cognitive aspects

Regular Expressions for Newbies

2016-11-26

a regular expression regex or regexp sometimes called a rational expression is in theoretical
computer science and formal language theory a sequence of characters that define a search pattern
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mainly for use in pattern matching with strings or using a string searching algorithm i e find and
replace like operations the concept arose in the 1950s when the american mathematician stephen
cole kleene formalized the description of a regular language and came into common use with the
unix text processing utilities ed an editor and grep a filter the various systems to specify
regexes have evolved to provide both a basic and extended standard for the grammar and syntax
modern regexes heavily augment the standard regex processors are found in several search engines
search and replace dialogs of several word processors and text editors and in the command lines of
text processing utilities such as sed and awk this updated and expanded second edition of book
provides a user friendly introduction to the subject taking a clear structural framework it guides
the reader through the subject s core elements a flowing writing style combines with the use of
illustrations and diagrams throughout the text to ensure the reader understands even the most
complex of concepts this succinct and enlightening overview is a required reading for all those
interested in the subject we hope you find this book useful in shaping your future career business

Regular Expressions in a Day

2016-11-20

a regular expression regex or regexp sometimes called a rational expression is in theoretical
computer science and formal language theory a sequence of characters that define a search pattern
mainly for use in pattern matching with strings or using a string searching algorithm i e find and
replace like operations the concept arose in the 1950s when the american mathematician stephen
cole kleene formalized the description of a regular language and came into common use with the
unix text processing utilities ed an editor and grep a filter the various systems to specify
regexes have evolved to provide both a basic and extended standard for the grammar and syntax
modern regexes heavily augment the standard regex processors are found in several search engines
search and replace dialogs of several word processors and text editors and in the command lines of
text processing utilities such as sed and awk this updated and expanded second edition of book
provides a user friendly introduction to the subject taking a clear structural framework it guides
the reader through the subject s core elements a flowing writing style combines with the use of
illustrations and diagrams throughout the text to ensure the reader understands even the most
complex of concepts this succinct and enlightening overview is a required reading for all those
interested in the subject we hope you find this book useful in shaping your future career business
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C# for Programmers

2005-11-21

the practicing programmer s deitel guide to c and the powerful microsoft net framework written for
programmers with a background in c java or other high level languages this book applies the deitel
signature live code approach to teaching programming and explores microsoft s c language and the
new net 2 0 in depth the book is updated for visual studio 2005 and c 2 0 and presents c concepts
in the context of fully tested programs complete with syntax shading detailed line by line code
descriptions and program outputs the book features 200 c applications with 16 000 lines of proven
c code as well as 300 programming tips that will help you build robust applications start with a
concise introduction to c fundamentals using an early classes and objects approach then rapidly
move on to more advanced topics including multithreading xml ado net 2 0 asp net 2 0 services
network programming and net remoting along the way you will enjoy the deitels classic treatment of
object oriented programming and a new ood uml atm case study including a complete c implementation
when you are finished you will have everything you need to build next generation windows
applications applications and services dr harvey m deitel and paul j deitel are the founders of
deitel associates inc the internationally recognized programming languages content creation and
corporate training organization together with their colleagues at deitel associates inc they have
written many international best selling programming languages textbooks that millions of people
worldwide have used to master c c java c xml visual basic perl python and internet and programming
the deitel developer series is designed for practicing programmers the series presents focused
treatments of emerging technologies including net j2ee services and more practical example rich
coverage of c 2 0 net 2 0 fcl asp net 2 0 forms and controls database sql and ado net 2 0
networking and net remoting xml services generics collections gui windows forms oop classes
inheritance and polymorphism ood uml atm case study graphics and multimedia multithreading
exception handling and more visit www deitel com download code examples to receive updates on this
book subscribe to the free deitel buzz online e mail newsletter at deitel com newsletter subscribe
html read archived issues of the deitel buzz online get corporate training information

スーパーユーザーなら知っておくべきLinuxシステムの仕組み

2022-03-08

linux��� �� ������������� ���������� �� ����� ������5���������� linux������������������������� ���
�������� �������� ����������� ������������� ���� ������������ ������� ��������� ��������� ������ �
���� ����� ����� �� ���� �� ����������������������� �������� linux������������ linux��������������
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��������� ����� �������� �� ���������������� ��� ����������������������������������� ��� ���������
�� ���������� ��� ������������������� ����� linux���������������� linuxinsider linux��������������
��������������� everyday linux user ��������� ������������������������� ���� linux������������� ��
������� phil bull ubuntu made easy ���� ubuntu������������� linux���������������������������� ����
������������������������ distrowatch ������������������������ magpi���� �� �����

Algorithms, Languages, Automata, and Compilers: A Practical
Approach

2009-08-19

algorithms languages automata compilers a practical approach is designed to cover the standard
theory of computing topics through a strong emphasis on practical applications rather than
theorems and proofs finite automata turing machines models of computation complexity solvability
and other topics that form a foundation of modern programming are discussed first with a gentle
theoretical orientation and then applied through programming code and practical examples jflap
projects and applications are integrated throughout the book and c is used for all code

Information Technology

2013-02-08

information technology an introduction for today s digital world introduces undergraduate students
to a wide variety of concepts they will encounter throughout their it studies and careers the book
covers computer organization and hardware windows and linux operating systems system
administration duties scripting computer networks regular expressions binary numbers the bash
shell in linux dos managing processes and services and computer security it also gives students
insight on it related careers such as network and web administration computer forensics web
development and software engineering suitable for any introductory it course this classroom tested
text presents many of the topics recommended by the acm special interest group on it education
sigite it offers a far more detailed examination of the computer than current computer literacy
texts focusing on concepts essential to all it professionals from operating systems and hardware
to information security and computer ethics the book highlights windows dos and linux with
numerous examples of issuing commands and controlling the operating systems it also provides
details on hardware programming and computer networks ancillary resources the book includes
laboratory exercises and some of the figures from the text online powerpoint lecture slides
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answers to exercises and a test bank are also available for instructors

Effective C#

2004-12-03

c s resemblances to c java and c make it easier to learn but there s a downside c programmers
often continue to use older techniques when far better alternatives are available in effective c
respected net expert bill wagner identifies fifty ways you can start leveraging the full power of
c in order to write faster more efficient and more reliable software effective c follows the
format that made effective c addison wesley 1998 and effective java addison wesley 2001
indispensable to hundreds of thousands of developers clear practical explanations expert tips and
plenty of realistic code examples drawing on his unsurpassed c experience wagner addresses
everything from value types to assemblies exceptions to reflection along the way he shows exactly
how to avoid dozens of common c performance and reliability pitfalls you ll learn how to use both
types of c constants for efficiency and maintainability see item 2 use immutable data types to
eliminate unnecessary error checking see item 7 avoid the c function that ll practically always
get you in trouble see item 10 minimize garbage collection boxing and unboxing see items 16 and 17
take full advantage of interfaces and delegates see items 19 though 22 create cls compliant
assemblies that use noncompliant c language features see item 30 improve reliability and
maintainability by creating small cohesive assemblies see item 32 leverage the full power of net s
runtime diagnostics see item 36 know when and when not to use reflection see items 42 and 43
preview the major enhancements in c 2 0 see item 49 you re already a successful c programmer this
book can help you become an outstanding one bill wagner is co founder of and net consultant for
srt solutions a nationally recognized independent expert on net he has been a regular contributor
to asp net pro magazine visual studio magazine and the net insight newsletter in addition to being
a microsoft regional director he is also active in the southeast michigan net user group and the
ann arbor computing society he is author of the c core language little black book the coriolis
group 2002 copyright pearson education all rights reserved

Sams Teach Yourself Regular Expressions in 10 Minutes

2004

regex is supported in all major development environments for use in editing and working with code
and will thus appeal to anyone using these tools in addition every javascript developer should be
using regex but most don t as it has never been taught to them properly before developers using
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asp c coldfusion java jsp php perl python and more can and should be using regex and so every one
of them is a potential reader too the reader of this book will learn how to match characters sets
match repeating characters using minimums and maximums if needed match or ignore based on case
build sub expressions use all of the special characters work with excape sequences use posix
classes to simplify complex expressions use back references use look behind operators sams teach
yourself regular expressions in 10 minutes is a tutorial book organized into a series of easy to
follow 10 minute lessons these well targeted lessons teach you in 10 minutes what other books
might take hundreds of pages to cover instead of dwelling on syntax terminology and arcane
examples and scenarios this book takes a very hands on approach to solving the needs of the
majority of regex users who simply need to manipulate data

JavaScript and HTML 4.0 User's Resource

1999

when used as a team javascript and html 4 0 can make a user s page effective as a resource this
book teaches users the techniques and sample code needed to make these tools work in harmony and
creators can learn the key fundamentals of html 4 0 including working with text images multimedia
lists documents image maps forms style sheets and scripts

Machine Translation: From Research to Real Users

2002-09-24

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 5th conference of the association for
machine translation in the americas amta 2002 held in tiburon ca usa in october 2002 the 18
revised full technical papers 3 user studies and 9 system descriptions presented were carefully
reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book among the issues addressed are hybrid translation
environments resource limited mt statistical word level alignment word formation rules rule
learning web based mt translation divergences example based mt data driven mt classification
contextual translation the lexicon building process commercial mt systems speeck to speech
translation and language checking systems

Fundamental Approaches to Software Engineering

2012-03-22
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this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th international conference on fundamental
approaches to software engineering fase 2012 held in tallinn estonia in march april 2012 as part
of etaps 2012 the european joint conferences on theory and practice of software the 33 full papers
presented together with one full length invited talk were carefully reviewed and slected from 134
submissions the papers are organized in topical sections on software architecture and components
services verification and monitoring intermodelling and model transformations modelling and
adaptation product lines and feature oriented programming development process verification and
synthesis testing and maintenance and slicing and refactoring

DotNetNuke 5 User's Guide

2010-12-28

an authoritative introduction to implementing dotnetnuke sites by experienced dotnetnuke
implementers and trainers an impressive author team shows you how to easily build sites with a
variety of content features no programming experience required if your goal is to build the site
without worrying about the programming behind it dotnetnuke 5 user s guide gives you exactly what
you need after developing a groundwork in the dotnetnuke framework and dotnetnuke as a content
management system it provides installation and administration information then it takes you step
by step through a variety of use cases implementation strategies and configuration decisions for
various sites introduces the benefits of content management systems open source how dotnetnuke
functions as a content management system and dotnetnuke modules pages and skins explains the
installation process options for installing dotnetnuke and requirements as well as administration
functionality and content management fundamentals for dnn sites examines different use cases
implementation strategies and configuration decisions shows how to develop and implement a
personal site a team or club community a small business site and an enterprise solution looks at
various advanced topics relevant to all use cases ranging from advanced installation options to
detailed administrative features includes a foreword by shaun walker creator of dotnetnuke and
wrox dotnetnuke series editor dotnetnuke 5 user s guide provides the tools you need to put this
valuable technology to work

Programming PHP

2020-03-12

why is php the most widely used programming language on the web this updated edition teaches
everything you need to know to create effective web applications using the latest features in php
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7 4 you ll start with the big picture and then dive into language syntax programming techniques
and other details using examples that illustrate both correct usage and common idioms if you have
a working knowledge of html authors kevin tatroe and peter macintyre provide many style tips and
practical programming advice in a clear and concise manner to help you become a top notch php
programmer understand what s possible when you use php programs learn language fundamentals
including data types variables operators and flow control statements explore functions strings
arrays and objects apply common web application techniques such as form processing data validation
session tracking and cookies interact with relational databases like mysql or nosql databases such
as mongodb generate dynamic images create pdf files and parse xml files learn secure scripts error
handling performance tuning and other advanced topics get a quick reference to php core functions
and standard extensions

Monad (AKA PowerShell)

2006

presents some of the new capabilities that monad puts into the hands of system administrators and
power users and is the perfect complement to existing monad documentation

Build Awesome Command-Line Applications in Ruby 2

2013-11-15

speak directly to your system with its simple commands flags and parameters a well formed command
line application is the quickest way to automate a backup a build or a deployment and simplify
your life with this book you ll learn specific ways to write command line applications that are
easy to use deploy and maintain using a set of clear best practices and the ruby programming
language this book is designed to make any programmer or system administrator more productive in
their job now updated for ruby 2 writing a command line application that s self documenting robust
adaptable and forever useful is easier than you might think ruby is particularly suited to this
task because it combines high level abstractions with close to the metal system interaction
wrapped up in a concise readable syntax plus ruby has the support of a rich ecosystem of open
source tools and libraries ten insightful chapters each explain and demonstrate a command line
best practice you ll see how to use these tools to elevate the lowliest automation script to a
maintainable polished application you ll learn how to use free open source parsers to create user
friendly command line interfaces as well as command suites you ll see how to use defaults to keep
options simple for everyday users while giving advanced users options for more complex tasks there
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s no reason why a command line application should lack documentation whether it s part of a help
command or a man page you ll find out when and how to use both your journey from command line
novice to pro ends with a look at valuable approaches to testing your apps and includes some fun
techniques for outside the box colorful interfaces that will delight your users with ruby the
command line is not dead long live the command line

PHP 7: Real World Application Development

2016-09-30

use new features of php 7 to solve practical real world problems faced by php developers like
yourself every day about this book this course covers the new features of version 7 x best
practices for server side programming and mvc frameworks leverage the potential of php for server
side programming memory management and object oriented programming to improve your programming
productivity this course also illustrates the development of a complete modular application using
php 7 in detail who this book is for if you are an aspiring web developer mobile developer or back
end programmer who has basic experience in php programming and wants to develop performance
critical applications then this course is for you it will take your php programming skills to next
level what you will learn solve practical real world programming problems using php 7 discover
where and when php 5 code needs to be re written to avoid backwards compatibility breaks use
advanced php 7 features such as the abstract syntax tree uniform variable syntax scalar type hints
generator delegation anonymous classes and the context sensitive lexer set up a high performance
development and production environment for php 7 discover new oop features in php 7 to achieve
high performance discover the new features of php 7 that are relevant to modular application
development explore the ins and outs of the symfony framework build a set of modules based on the
symfony framework that comprise a simple web shop app in detail php is a great language for
developing web applications it is essentially a server side scripting language php 7 is the latest
version providing major backward compatibility breaks and focusing on improved performance and
speed this course follows a learning path which is divided into three modules each module is a
mini course in its own right taking your basic php programing skills to the next level by showing
you intermediate to advanced php techniques with a focus on php 7 this way get you equipped with
the tools and skills required to develop professional and efficient applications for your websites
and enterprises the first module of the book is a programming cookbook that consists over 80
recipes each recipe is designed to solve practical real world problems faced by php developers
like yourself every day this course also covers new ways of writing php code made possible only in
version 7 the second module of the course is designed to improve the performance and productivity
of your application we ll introduce you to the concepts of object oriented programming oop in php
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7 then shed some light on how to improve the performance of your php 7 applications and database
throughout this module you will be introduced to benchmarking tools with all important concepts of
php covered up you will move on to third module in this module you will gain a deep insight into
the modular programming paradigm and how to achieve modularity in your php code modular design
techniques help you build readable manageable reusable and more efficient codes php 7 which is a
popular open source scripting language is used to build modular functions for your software this
learning path combines some of the best that packt has to offer in one complete curated package it
includes content from the following packt products php 7 programming cookbook doug bierer learning
php 7 high performance altaf hussain modular programming with php 7 branko ajzele style and
approach this book takes a practical step by step approach with real world examples that serve as
building blocks for your application development and guide you through improving the quality of
your code

Modernizing Legacy Applications in PHP

2014-05-02

this book will show you how to modernize your page based include oriented php application by
extracting and replacing its legacy artifacts we will use a step by step approach moving slowly
and methodically to improve your application from the ground up each completed step in the process
will keep your codebase fully operational with higher quality please note that this book is about
modernizing in terms of practice and technique and not in terms of tools we are not going to
discuss the latest hottest frameworks or libraries most of the very limited code we do add to your
application is specific to this book when we are done you will be able to breeze through your code
like the wind your code will be fully modernized autoloaded dependency injected unit tested layer
separated and front controlled

4.4BSD User's Supplementary Documents (USD)

1994

this volume presents historical and tutorial documentation for a key variant of the unix operating
system it covers the final definitive release of the berkley version of unix which has been the
basis for many commercial unix variants useful for linux bsdi and other free unix variants
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Automata and Computability

2019-03-04

automata and computability is a class tested textbook which provides a comprehensive and
accessible introduction to the theory of automata and computation the author uses illustrations
engaging examples and historical remarks to make the material interesting and relevant for
students it incorporates modern handy ideas such as derivative based parsing and a lambda reducer
showing the universality of lambda calculus the book also shows how to sculpt automata by making
the regular language conversion pipeline available through a simple command interface a jupyter
notebook will accompany the book to feature code youtube videos and other supplements to assist
instructors and students features uses illustrations engaging examples and historical remarks to
make the material accessible incorporates modern handy ideas such as derivative based parsing and
a lambda reducer showing the universality of lambda calculus shows how to sculpt automata by
making the regular language conversion pipeline available through simple command interface uses a
mini functional programming fp notation consisting of lambdas maps filters and set comprehension
supported in python to convey math through pl constructs that are succinct and resemble math
provides all concepts are encoded in a compact functional programming code that will tesselate
with latex markup and jupyter widgets in a document that will accompany the books students can run
code effortlessly href github com ganeshutah jove git here

Sams Teach Yourself Regular Expressions in 10 Minutes

2004

the fastest way to get up to speed with regular expressions

Unix Power Tools

2002-10-28

with the growing popularity of linux and the advent of darwin unix has metamorphosed into
something new and exciting no longer perceived as a difficult operating system more and more users
are discovering the advantages of unix for the first time but whether you are a newcomer or a unix
power user you ll find yourself thumbing through the goldmine of information in the new edition of
unix power tools to add to your store of knowledge want to try something new check this book first
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and you re sure to find a tip or trick that will prevent you from learning things the hard way the
latest edition of this best selling favorite is loaded with advice about almost every aspect of
unix covering all the new technologies that users need to know in addition to vital information on
linux darwin and bsd unix power tools 3rd edition now offers more coverage of bash zsh and other
new shells along with discussions about modern utilities and applications several sections focus
on security and internet access and there is a new chapter on access to unix from windows
addressing the heterogeneous nature of systems today you ll also find expanded coverage of
software installation and packaging as well as basic information on perl and python unix power
tools 3rd edition is a browser s book like a magazine that you don t read from start to finish but
leaf through repeatedly until you realize that you ve read it all bursting with cross references
interesting sidebars explore syntax or point out other directions for exploration including
relevant technical details that might not be immediately apparent the book includes articles
abstracted from other o reilly books new information that highlights program tricks and gotchas
tips posted to the net over the years and other accumulated wisdom affectionately referred to by
readers as the unix book unix power tools provides access to information every unix user is going
to need to know it will help you think creatively about unix and will help you get to the point
where you can analyze your own problems your own solutions won t be far behind

JUNOS Enterprise Routing

2008-03-27

written by the instructors and creators of the jntcp er certification exams junos enterprise
routing is the only comprehensive book for juniper enterprise and edge routing environments it
offers complete coverage of all the services available to the junos administrator including junos
enhanced services es this book is the official study guide for all three juniper enterprise
routing certification exams and is highly recommended reading to pass the exams with its field
guide emphasis on practical solutions you can easily take the book beyond the classroom and into
working networks as a design maintenance and troubleshooting reference par excellence junos
enterprise routing covers all three certification exams in this track juniper networks certified
internet associate jncia er juniper networks certified internet specialist jncis er juniper
networks certified internet expert jncie er with more services such as voice conference and
multicast on the ip router platform the market for enterprise routers is growing exponentially and
the need for certified engineers to keep up with network developments in protocols and security is
paramount for everyone who works with juniper enterprise and edge routing environments this is a
must have book
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Sams Teach Yourself Regular Expressions in 10 Minutes

2004

regex is supported in all major development environments for use in editing and working with code
and will thus appeal to anyone using these tools in addition every javascript developer should be
using regex but most don t as it has never been taught to them properly before developers using
asp c coldfusion java jsp php perl python and more can and should be using regex and so every one
of them is a potential reader too sams teach yourself regular expressions in 10 minutes is a
tutorial book organized into a series of easy to follow 10 minutes lessons these well targeted
lessons teach you in 10 minutes what other books might take hundreds of pages to cover instead of
dwelling on syntax terminology and arcane examples and scenarios this book takes a very hands on
approach to solving the needs of the majority of regex users who simply need to manipulate data
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